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Exceeding expectations
Barbara Barkhausen assesses the strengths of New Zealand’s
increasingly significant digital textile printing market
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Polytechnic digitally printed neoprene
fashion swimwear.
Also, at AUT, for example, local
designers and brands have the option
to use the university’s equipment for
prototyping and sampling, for smaller
print-runs for local fashion shoots
and for experimental work. Currently,
AUT plans to invest in a prototype
printer to enable it to experiment
with conductive inks for circuitry and
wearable technologies, and push
tech boundaries by teaming up with
engineering students and researchers.
One such experiment was digitally
printed merino knitwear. One of the
earlier companies to experiment
with digitally printed wool was
Icebreaker – a merino wool outdoor
and natural performance clothing
brand headquartered in New Zealand’s
Auckland University of Technology lecturer
Peter Heslop looks at a digital textile print
together with a student. Image credit: AUT
Georgie Laurenson designed digitally
printed neoprene fashion swimwear.
Image credit: Georgie Laurenson

But as with other higher income
countries, steep labour costs have

company does outsource its finishing

restricted the ability of the textile

offshore.

industry to produce on home ground:
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increasingly, customisation is the
key to success. “The advent of
customisation and online design
collaborations has increased our
international exposure,” says
Kennedy. “We are certainly able to
be more connected internationally
to inspiration, innovation, new
technology and supply chains than
ever before.”
Covid-19 seems to have played in
favour of New Zealand printers who
were quick to adapt their product
offering to help meet demands of
the market according to Ruth Cobb,
chief executive at industry association
PrintNZ: “Printed masks are a great
example of this – but they also had
the time to consider what lay ahead

A Textiles Alive designer works on
finishing plans for this New Zealand textile
company. Image credit: Textiles Alive

New Zealand’s Textiles Alive works with
a digital EFI Reggiani FabriVU printer.
Image credit: Textiles Alive

and what else they may be able to
offer in the future.”
Other companies that may benefit
from time to consider how to leverage
innovation include Auckland-based
Maak Textiles, which designs and
digitally prints drapery, upholstery
fabrics and wallcoverings for
residential and commercial interiors.
Another is Benefitz, also based in
Auckland, which offers digital printing
but focuses on advertising and
design, mainly for displays, exhibitions
and signage – including textile
products, such as wraps.
In the capital Wellington, INKA Ltd is
a professional fabric design and print
business which specialises in creating
These printing businesses work

Heslop reveals that AUT is also

to corporates, that span markets

with a handful of different printer

looking at further investments.

from apparel to interiors. Another

manufacturers which offer local

Covid-19 stalled plans for the

supplier in the capital is Digital Décor,

technical support in New Zealand.

university to invest in its own

which specialises in high-quality

Among the brands supplying to

prototype printer, which would

dye-sublimation textile printing which

New Zealand digital printers are

enable its researchers to experiment

is suitable for producing advertising

EFI Reggiani, Mimaki, swissQprint,

even more with digital textile printing

and promotional products. Digital

Dilli, Exile Technologies, Epson, and

in New Zealand and subsequently

Décor also cooperates with the School

Mutoh and their products have

enhance a small sector that aims to

of Design at Otago Polytechnic.

been well received. Subsequently,

punch above its weight.

textiles for clients, from boutiques
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